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Civil Society in Liberal Democracy
In the first historical account of international NGOs, from the French Revolution to the present, Thomas Davies places the
contemporary debate on transnational civil society in context. In contrast to the conventional wisdom, which sees
transnational civil society as a recent development taking place along a linear trajectory, he explores the long history of
international NGOs in terms of a cyclical process characterized by three major waves: the era to 1914, the inter-war years,
and the period since the Second World War. The breadth of transnational civil society activities explored is unprecedented
in its diversity, from business associations to humanitarian organizations, peace groups to socialist movements, feminist
organizations to pan-nationalist groups. The geographical scope covered is also extensive, and the analysis is richly
supported with reference to a diverse array of previously unexplored sources. By revealing the role of civil society rather
than governmental actors in the major trans- formations of the past two-and-a-half centuries, this book is for anyone
interested in obtaining a new perspective on world history. The analysis concludes in the second decade of the twenty-first
century, providing insights into the trajectory of transnational civil society in the post-9/11 and post-financial crisis eras.
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Civil Society in the Age of Monitory Democracy
While most analyses of Korean politics have looked to elites to explain political change, this new and revised edition of
Korean Society examines the role of ordinary people in this dramatic transformation. Taking the innovative theme of 'civil
society' - voluntary organizations outside the role of the state which have participated in the process of political and social
democratization - the essays collected here examine Korea as one of the most dramatic cases in the world of ordinary
citizens participating in the transformation of politics. Key topics discussed include: comparisons of Korean democratization
to the experiences of post-authoritarian regimes elsewhere in the world comparisons of the theory of civil society as
developed in Western Europe and America the legacy of Korea's Confucian past for contemporary politics and society close
examinations of various civil society movements South Korea and North Korea. Conceptually innovative, up-to-date and
timely, the new edition of this book will be an invaluable resource for students of contemporary Korea, Asian politics and
the global struggle for democracy.

Civil Society Organizations and the Global Response to HIV/AIDS
This book looks at anti-apartheid as part of the history of present global politics. It provides the first comparative analysis of
different sections of the transnational anti-apartheid movement. The author emphasizes the importance of a historical
perspective on political cultures, social movements, and global civil society. Analyzing a part of 20th century post-war
history mainly from a sociological perspective it also highlights dimensions of globalization in an era in which we still live;
the power of the media; and the power of collective action.

Democracy, Civil Society and Governance
The Handbook presents a most updated and comprehensive exploration of social movement research. It not only maps, but
also expands the field of social movement studies, taking stock of recent developments in cognate areas of studies, within
and beyond sociology and political science. While structured around traditional social movement concepts, each section
combines the mapping of the state of the art with attempts to broaden our knowledge of social movements beyond classic
theoretical agendas, and to identify the contribution that social movement studies can give to other fields of knowledge.

The Return of Civil Society
This volume examines and contributes to debates surrounding social capital, social movements and the role of civil society
in emerging forms of governance. The authors adopt a broad range of research approaches, from testing hypotheses drawn
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from rationale choice theory against available statistics on associations, to ethnographic study of emerging attempts at
participant / deliberative democracy. Divided into three clear sections, focusing on the following core aspects of civil
society: • the position of civic organizations between state and society in emerging forms of governance • the geographical
scales of social movement mobilizations and actions from the local to the global • the patterns of public trust and civic
engagement that falls under the rubric of social capital. The book draws on case studies from a wide range of countries,
including: Russia, Ukraine, Britain, Greece, Spain, Germany, Argentina and new Asian democracies. Presenting current
research on the key dimensions of civil society, Civil Societies and Social Movements will appeal to those researching and
studying in the fields of political science, sociology and social policy.

NGOs
Why has the response to HIV/AIDS been unique? How did civil society organizations gain access to global decision-making
forums to demand exceptional attention and resources for HIV/AIDS? This book seeks to answer these questions, among
others, through a critical international relations approach that enquires into the role of civil society in global health
governance. It documents how civil society forged the initial response to HIV/AIDS within a rights-based paradigm, and built
international networks. It analyses why civil society was able to gain the right to participate in global health institutions and
assesses what influence civil society representatives have within these institutions, particularly focusing on outcomes
related to institutional legitimacy and downward accountability. It then discusses changes in the broader political economy
of global health and how HIV/AIDS organizations have, or have not, adapted to these shifts. Finally the book tells the story
of the many struggles civil society organizations have engaged in to advance a rights-based response to HIV/AIDS, the
transformations achieved and the resistance experienced.

Civil Societies and Social Movements
Including chapters from some of the leading experts in the field this Handbook provides a full overview of the nature and
challenges of modern diplomacy and includes a tour d'horizon of the key ways in which the theory and practice of modern
diplomacy are evolving in the 21st Century.

Civil Society Organisations, Governance and the Caribbean Community
The Potential Of Civil Society In Influencing Governance Has Gained Currency In Academic And Policy Debates In The Recent
Times. This Becomes Particularly Relevant In An Old Democracy Like India Where The State Has Not Been Able To Meet The
Need For Water, Shelter, Education, And As Recent Events Show Even The Food Requirements Of A Large Number Of
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People, But Where A Democratic Framework Of The State Provides Space And Freedom For People To Engage In Collective
Action To Question The State, To Demand A Revision In Policy, To Implement The Laws Which Are So Elaborately Of Its
Institutions. This Makes The Interface Between Civil Society And Governance In India Somewhat Different From Countries
Which Share A Different Political, Economic And Social Context. This Book Shows How Civil Society Actors Are Being Able To
Influence Governance Positively, As Well As Their Limitations Which Inhibit The Impact Of This Interface.

The International Criminal Court
Despite the dominant narrative of the repression of civil society in China, Civil Society under Authoritarianism: The China
Model argues that interactions between local officials and civil society facilitate a learning process, whereby each actor
learns about the intentions and work processes of the other. Over the past two decades, often facilitated by foreign donors
and problems within the general social framework, these interactions generated a process in which officials learned the
benefits and disadvantages of civil society. Civil society supports local officials' efforts to provide social services and
improve public policies, yet it also engages in protest and other activities that challenge social stability and development.
This duality motivates local officials in China to construct a 'social management' system - known as consultative
authoritarianism - to encourage the beneficial aspects and discourage the dangerous ones.

New Participatory Dimensions in Civil Society
This title brings together competing theories of civil society with critical studies of the role of civil society in diverse
situations and the way in which it has been promoted as the key to democratization. The combination of contemporary
theory and practical applications provides valuable reading for students of civil society and contemporary social and
political change, and its policy implications for Africa, Asia, Europe and Latin America.

Civil Society and the Security Sector
Civil society is often expected to rise above historical and contemporary socio-economic forces such as the neoliberal
economic policy and undertake the transformation of a stratified society to an egalitarian society conducive to democracy.
Democracy, Civil Society and Governance is an endeavour to critically examine such expectations. The book focuses on the
interplay of democracy, civil society and public policy implementation, and addresses the role of civil society in terms of the
changing nature of the economy and the condition of the working class. It highlights the reinforcement of hegemonic value
systems by the contemporary mainstream civil society as well as the role of the pro-poor civil society in supporting and
mobilizing the disadvantaged for their rights and justice. The book also critically evaluates government policies and their
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implementation in the domains of education, public health, employment, social upliftment and environment.

Critical Mass
"Devoting particular emphasis to Bolivia, Chile, and Mexico, proposes a theory of civil society to explain the economic and
political challenges for continuing democratization in Latin America"--Provided by publisher.

Civil Society in Democratization
Since the emergence of the dissident "parallel polis" in Eastern Europe, civil society has become a "new superpower,"
influencing democratic transformations, human rights, and international co-operation; co-designing economic trends,
security and defense; reshaping the information society; and generating new ideas on the environment, health, and the
"good life." This volume seeks to compare and reassess the role of civil society in the rich West, the poorer South, and the
quickly expanding East in the context of the twenty-first century's challenges. It presents a novel perspective on civic
movements testing John Keane's notion of "monitory democracy": an emerging order of public scrutiny and monitoring of
power.

Democracy, Participation and Contestation
Democratic institutions should promote accountability of government officials to the needs of citizens. Civil society plays a
role in exposing corruption as well as in communicating the needs of low-income residents to officials. Neither the
institutions of representative democracy nor the presence of civil society, however, appears to automatically guarantee
adoption of social benefits for the poor. Can democratic institutions be created to address social challenges? Scholars,
development practitioners, donors, and activists propose participatory governance institutions as mechanisms to create
accountability and responsiveness through a public forum incorporating civil society. To date, however, little comparative
research exists to confirm whether these institutions do influence adoption of social policies. Maureen M. Donaghy remedies
this gap by combining data from Brazil’s 5,564 municipalities with extensive fieldwork from five Brazilian cities to test
whether participatory municipal housing councils are associated with an increase in adoption of social housing programs to
benefit the poor. Housing represents an issue of critical importance in Brazil and other developing countries where large
populations reside in informal settlements in unsafe and insecure conditions. Civil Society and Participatory Governance is
the first book of its kind to move the conversation beyond budgeting to other social policy areas, providing fresh theoretical
and empirical insights to demonstrate that participatory governance institutions are effective mechanisms to coordinate
government officials and civil society to alter policy-making.
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The Myth of Civil Society
How did civil society function as a locus for reconciliation initiatives since the beginning of the 20th century? The essays in
this volume challenge the conventional understanding of reconciliation as a benign state-driven process. They explore how
a range of civil society actors - from Turkish intellectuals apologizing for the Armenian Genocide to religious organizations
working towards the improvement of Franco-German relations - have confronted and coped with the past. These studies
offer a critical perspective on local and transnational reconciliation acts by questioning the extent to which speech became
an alternative to silence, remembrance to forgetting, engagement to oblivion.

Urban Development and Civil Society
Over the past two decades, civil society has played a pivotal role in Europe, from the demise of Communist rule to the
reunification of Europe, followed by the expansion of the single market to the reconstitution of democracy in the enlarged
European Union. European civil society has emerged as a social space between EU governance and the citizens of the
member states, populated by non-state agents claiming to represent, speak for or participate on behalf of the most varied
social constituencies in EU decision making. This book consolidates European civil society research by re-viewing its
conceptual, normative and empirical-analytical foundations. With contributors from political science to sociology to law, it
captures the evolving practices of European civil society that stretch across the national (local), the European and the
global realm. Developing an analytical framework that highlights the interplay between civil society building and polity
building from above as well as from below, within the legal and institutional framework of the EU, they examine whether
and how civil society can contribute to making democracy work in normative democratic theoretical perspectives. This book
will be of interest to students and scholars of civil society, European politics, political science and sociology.

The New Politics of European Civil Society
Reconciliation, Civil Society, and the Politics of Memory
This study covers the transition of Spain from a pre-industrial economy, an authoritarian government, and a Roman Catholicdominated culture, to a modern state based on the interaction of economic and class interests, on a market society and a
culture of moral autonomy and rationality.

Women's Emancipation and Civil Society Organisations
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Public concern about inequitable economic globalization has revealed the demand for citizen participation in global decision
making. Civil society organizations have taken up the challenge, holding governments and corporations accountable for
their decisions and actions, and developing collaborative solutions to the dominant problems of our time. Critical Mass: The
Emergence of Global Civil Society offers a unique mixture of experience and analysis by the leaders of some of the most
influential global civil society organizations and respected academics who specialize in this field of study. Co-published with
the Centre for International Governance Innovation

Civil Society and Health
The world's population is rapidly urbanizing but the affluence and development often associated with cities are far from
equitably or sustainably distributed. Where it was once taken for granted that responsibility for urban development lay with
the state, increasingly the emphasis has shifted to market-driven and public-private sector initiatives, which can
marginalize the intended beneficiaries - the urban poor - from decision making and implementation. This text outlines the
essential conditions for effective urban planning and management by placing bottom-up community initiatives at the heart
of the push for equitable and sustainable development in cities. Crucially, the state must engage with both the market and
civil society in pursuit of sustainable cities. Presenting a wide-ranging selection of case studies in rapidly urbanizing and
transitional countries, from the poorest parts of Africa and Asia to the relatively developed United Kingdom, the authors
describe and analyze innovations in how globally disadvantaged urban communities can be engaged in improving their
living environments.

Anti-Apartheid and the Emergence of a Global Civil Society
Civil Society has emerged as one of the most celebrated concept of the twentieth and the twenty-first centuries. It offers
practices that are the means and certain normative ideals that are the ends to be achieved for the preservation of
democracy and expansion of the process of democratization. When available practices fail, reasons have been sought in the
ideals being too lofty, and when the ideals looked minimalist, the blame has been shifted to the nature of practices being
free-floating and bereft of definitive borders. Politics of Post-Civil Society is an attempt to map the discourse and politics of
contemporary political movements in India that have been negotiating with the hegemonic effects born out of the insidious
co-habitation of political principles and practices in the domain referred to as the civil society. In course of constructing the
political landscape of these movements, the book foregrounds the various strategies through which they are pushing and
nudging towards a new politics of post-civil society.

The Power of Civil Society in the Middle East and North Africa
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Broadly speaking, The Oxford Handbook of Civil Society views the topic of civil society through three prisms: as a part of
society (voluntary associations), as a kind of society (marked out by certain social norms), and as a space for citizen action
and engagement (the public square or sphere).

Sustaining Civil Society
This volume analyses the role of civil society in the reform and oversight of the security sector in post- communist countries
as a key aspect of the transition towards democracy. It is widely accepted that civil society actors have an important
contribution to make in the governance of the security sector. However, that specific role has not been subject to much
close or comparative examination. This book constitutes an attempt to examine and compare experiences of civil society
participation in security oversight across Central and Eastern Europe. The first part of the volume presents the reader with
the theoretical and conceptual background against which the potential role of civil society in security sector governance can
be understood and assessed. The remainder of the book is comprised of nine country studies of civil society engagement
with the security sector. Reviewing developments over the past 15 years of regime transformation in the region, the book
draws upon a rich variety of cases that cast light on the different experiences, challenges, and successes of civil society
actors and the media in democratization, security sector reform, and the exercise of democratic oversight of the security
sector. Marina Caparini is senior fellow at the Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of Armed Forces. Philipp H. Fluri is
deputy director of DCAF and executive director of DCAF Brussels (Belgium). Ferenc Molnar is a military sociologist and
deputy director of the Centre for Strategic and Defence Studies, National Defence University, Budapest (Hungary).

International Organisation in World Politics
Includes bibliographic references and index.

Civil Society under Authoritarianism
This book is a collection of 12 essays on three interrelated themes of Nation, Civil Society and Social Movements organized
in three parts each having four chapters.

Civil Society and Governance
This book provides an insight into the historical changes and present-day circumstances that have influenced, and continue
to influence, the development and future of civil society. Civil society organisations (CSOs) play a crucial role in
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international development, however their impact on policy and practice is limited by a range of shifts across their political,
social and financial landscapes. Barriers to Effective Civil Society Organisations is divided into three parts addressing each
of these shifts in turn, and places particular emphasis on civil society actors linked not only by political constraints, but also
by ethnic and cultural diversities that are crucial markers of political and social identity. This book draws on case studies
from across Latin America, Africa, MENA and Ireland to highlight how CSOs in these countries are shaped by, and react to,
shifting challenges. Reflecting on solutions for the sector, the authors provide an understanding of the various ‘selfaccommodation’ policies and techniques employed by CSOs in order to continue their services and increase their credibility
across global contexts. Aimed at researchers, policy makers and CSO/NGO workers looking to better understand the current
state and future of the sector from the perspective of emerging scholars working in these regions, and in the Global South
in particular, this innovative book is a celebration of the important work of CSOs and a reaffirmation of their right to sit at
the policy table.

The Oxford Handbook of Social Movements
In this contribution to contemporary political philosophy, Jensen aims to develop a model of civil society for deliberative
democracy. His ideal treats civil society as both the context in which citizens live out their comprehensive views of the good
life as well as the context in which citizens learn to be good deliberative democrats. Jensen is not a naive utopian, however;
he argues that this ideal must be realized in stages, that it faces a variety of barriers, and that it cannot be realized without
luck.

Organizations, Civil Society, and the Roots of Development
This collection examines the nexus between the emancipation of women, and their role(s) in civil service organisations. It
covers the role of social media in organising, the significance of religion in many cultural contexts, activism in Eastern
Europe and the impact of environmental degradation on women’s lives.

Nation, Civil Society and Social Movements
A guide for what citizen leaders and teachers must do to ensure that our democracy will last another century.

The Oxford Handbook of Civil Society
This volume considers the challenges of democracy building in post-Soviet Armenia, and the role of civil society in that
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process. It argues that, contrary to the expectations of Western aid donors, who promoted civil society on the assumption
that democratization would follow from the establishment of civil society, democratic regimes have failed to materialize,
and, moreover, a backlash has emerged in various post-Soviet states. Armine Ishkanian explores how far the growth of civil
society depends on a country's historical, political and socio-cultural context; and how far foreign aid, often provided with
conditions which encouraged the promotion of civil society, had an impact on democratization. Based on extensive original
research, including fieldwork interviews with participants, Democracy Building and Civil Society in Post-Soviet Armenia
considers various democratization initiatives in recent years, and assesses how far the Armenian experience is similar to, or
different from, the experiences of other post-Soviet states.

Politics of Post-Civil Society
The establishment of democracy on both sides of the Atlantic has not been a smooth evolution towards an idealized
presumed endpoint. Far from it, democratization has been marked by setbacks and victories, a process often referred to as
‘contested democracy’. In view of recent mobilizations such as the Arab Spring and the Occupy movement, in which new
technologies have played a key role, there is a need for a renewed analysis of the long-term evolution of US and UK political
systems. Using new areas of research, this book argues that the ideals and the practices of Anglo-American democracy can
be best understood by studying diverse forms of participation, which go beyond classical expressions of contestation and
dissent such as voting. The authors analyze political parties, social movements, communications and social media,
governance, cultural diversity, identity politics, public-private actors and social cohesion to illustrate how the structure and
context of popular participation play a significant role in whether, and when, citizens ́ efforts have any meaningful impact
on those who exercise political power. In doing so, the authors take crucial steps towards understanding how a vigorous
public sphere and popular sovereignty can be made to work in today’s global environment. This book will be of interest to
students and scholars of political science, British and US history, democracy, political participation, governance, social
movements and politics.

Civil Society
Almost irrespective of the geographic setting, the debate about the future of democracy in post-authoritarian societies is
increasingly tied to the strength of civil society. A strong civil society is thought to be crucial to the emergence of successful
democracies while a weak civil society is deemed the cause of flawed or frozen democracies. Using contrasting evidence
from Spain and Brazil, this study challenges these widespread assumptions about contemporary democratization. It argues
that it is the performance of political institutions rather than the configuration of civil society that determines the
consolidation of democratic regimes.
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Civil Society and Participatory Governance
This book investigates the power of civil society in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA), in the context of the post-Arab
Spring era, as well as more long-standing challenges and constraints in the region. In recent years, local civil society actors
have faced significant challenges from social conservatism, conflict, violence, and the absence of democracy and exclusive
political systems. Over the course of the book, the authors investigate how the sector has succeeded in achieving its own
objectives despite these shifting conditions, the restrictive political environment and the complexity of the socio-cultural
and economic context. Structured around the three themes of peace-building, development, and change, the book also
addresses challenges faced by civil society organizations linked to ethnic, linguistic, and cultural diversities as well as
religious salient differences that are crucial markers of social and political identity. Case studies are drawn from the
Palestinian Occupied Territories, Jordan, Iran, Nigeria, Niger, Egypt, and Morocco, and particular effort has been made to
showcase original research from contributors who are from the region . This book will be of particular interest to
researchers working on development, peace-building, conflict resolution, civil society, and politics within the MENA region.

Democracy Building and Civil Society in Post-Soviet Armenia
This book offers a unique analysis of the participatory spaces available for civil society organisations (CSOs) in Caribbean
governance. It reveals the myriad ways in which the region’s CSOs have contributed to enriching Caribbean societies and to
scaffolding Caribbean regionalism, and also uncovers that despite their contributions, Caribbean CSOs (and civil society
more broadly) have found limited space for involvement in governance. The author peers into Caribbean state-civil society
participatory dynamics using in-depth country case studies (Barbados and Trinidad and Tobago), mini-case studies and
evaluations of the approaches to inclusion within the regional institutions of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) and the
Organisation of Eastern Caribbean States (OECS). This novel contribution to the Caribbean civil society literature uses these
assessments to make a case for regularising state-civil society collaborative practices to enhance the quality of democracy
in the region.

Civil Society and Democratization
Civil Society Organizations (CSOs) can make a vital contribution to public health and health systems, but harnessing their
potential is complex in a Europe where government-CSO relations vary so profoundly. This study is intended to outline
some of the challenges and assist policy-makers in furthering their understanding of the part CSOs can play in tandem and
alongside government. To this end it analyzes existing evidence and draws on a set of seven thematic chapters and six mini
case studies. They examine experiences from Austria, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Belgium, Cyprus, Finland, Germany, Malta, the
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Netherlands, Poland, the Russian Federation, Slovenia, Turkey and the European Union and make use of a single
assessment framework to understand the diverse contexts in which CSOs operate. The evidence shows that CSOs are
ubiquitous, varied and beneficial, and the topics covered in this study reflect such diversity of aims and means: anti-tobacco
advocacy, food banks, refugee health, HIV/AIDS prevention and cure, and social partnership. CSOs make a substantial
contribution to public health and health systems with regards to policy development, service delivery and governance. This
includes evidence provision, advocacy, mobilization, consensus building, provision of medical services and of services
related to the social determinants of health, standard setting, self-regulation and fostering social partnership. However, in
order to engage successfully with CSOs, governments do need to make use of adequate tools and create contexts
conducive to collaboration. To guide policy-makers working with CSOs through such complications, and help avoid some
potential pitfalls, the book outlines a practical framework for such collaboration. This suggests identifying key CSOs in a
given area; clarifying why there should be engagement with civil society; being realistic as to what CSOs can or will
achieve; and an understanding of how CSOs can be helped to deliver.

Global Civil Society?
Explores the historical origins, present-day meanings and political potential of a global civil society.

Korean Society
A new examination of the International Criminal Court (ICC) from a political science and international relations perspective.
It describes the main features of the court and discusses the political negotiations and the on-going clashes between those
states who oppose the court, particularly the United States, and those who defend it. It also makes these issues accessible
to non-lawyers and presents effective advocacy strategies for non-governmental organizations. It also delivers essential
background to the place of the US in international relations and makes a major contribution to thinking about the ICC’s
future. While global civil society does not deliver global democracy, it does contribute to more transparent, more
deliberative and more ethical international decision-making which is ultimately preferable to a world of isolated sovereign
states with no accountability outside their borders, or exclusive and secretive state-to-state diplomacy. This book will be of
great interest to students and scholars of international relations, international law, globalization and global governance.

Civil Society, the Third Sector and Social Enterprise
If the twentieth century was only focused on the complementarity and the opposition of market and state, the twenty-first
century has now to deal with the prominence of the third sector, the emergence of social enterprises and other solidarity
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hybrid forms. The concept of civil society organisations (CSOs) spans this diversity and addresses this new complexity. The
first part of the book highlights the organizational dimensions of CSOs and analyses the growing role of management
models and their limits. Too often, the study of CSO governance has been centered on the role of the board and has not
sufficiently taken into account the different types of accountability environments. Thus, the conversation about CSO
governance rises to the level of networks rather than simple organizations per se, and the role of these networks in setting
the agenda in a democratic society. In this perspective, the second part emphasizes the institutional dimensions of CSO
governance by opening new avenues on democracy. First, the work of Ostrom about governing the commons provides us
new insights to think community self-governance. Second, the work of Habermas and Fraser opens the question of
deliberative governance and the role of public sphere to enlarge our vision of CSO governance. Third, the concepts of
substantive rationality and economy proposed respectively by Ramos and Polanyi reframe the context in which the question
can be addressed. Lastly, this book argues for a stronger intercultural approach useful for the renewal of paradigms in CSOs
research. This book has for objective to present a unique collective work in bringing together 33 authors coming from 11
countries to share perpectives on civil society governance and will be of interest to an international audience of researchers
and policy-makers.

Barriers to Effective Civil Society Organisations
This book examines citizen engagement in contemporary democratic politics and the development of new participatory
forms. Based on empirical information gathered from citizens, activists and organizations, it examines the changing face of
democratic participation. Advanced democracies are ‘plagued’ by the complex problem of basing political decisions on the
active engagement of citizens and citizens’ organisations. Although the benefits of an active citizenry appear great, the
reality is that most citizens positively embrace a relatively marginal role in organised politics. The conventional activist
–citizens as active members engaged in voluntary associations and collective decision-making – seems to be replaced by
passive supporters and donors or ephemeral or episodic democratic participators. This volume aims to address several
issues at the core of this transformation: the rise of checkbook participation, the growing attractiveness of individualized
forms of participation, and the increasing relevance of professional expertise. Looking beyond the traditional single focus on
participation or on organizations in isolation, the book innovatively examines the empirical link that can be established
between actual developments in democratic participations and the organizational framework in European countries. New
Participatory Dimensions in Civil Society is essential reading for students and scholars of democracy, participation, civil
society, politics and sociology.

The Oxford Handbook of Modern Diplomacy
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At the end of the Cold War, a renewed interest in civil society emerged. Today, civil society, trust, democratization, social
capital, and volunteerism are a primary focus among the social sciences. The end of the Cold War meant such issues in the
social sciences, neglected during many years of military confrontation, came back into prominence. Voluntary groups are
being given large roles, and the state is being challenged by them. The search is on for ways to encourage democracy. Free
trade and globalization are part of the equation, but much attention is being focused on the role of NGOs (nongovernmental organizations). The claim is that without a healthy voluntary sector, the long-term survival of a democratic
society is doubtful. Civil Society and Democratization, a special issue of THE ANNALS, features articles written by both
domestic and international scholars on this ever growing area of discussion. Articles in this issue cover these important
topics: � Debates on civil society both in the United States and abroad � Civil society and political elections � Religion and
civic engagement � Civil society and volunteerism This special issue is a comprehensive discussion of how political
confidence is built and eroded in a world that unimaginable only ten years ago. It is an indispensable guide to the problems
of sustaining the gains made by democracy since the collapse of the Soviet Union and will be of great interest to academics
and professionals concerned with processes of social change.
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